Day 1 – Easy Rider
The ferry docked as promised at 0545 but we were not off and in the
terminal building until about 0600. However I was still in my travelling
clothes and needed to change into cycling gear. The only suitable place
was the loo block so once I had found it, tucked away out of sight and
with poor signage, I did some quick ablutions before unpacking and
repacking and was away at 0622 only to realise that my water bottles
were not in their holders. Fortunately I’d set off in the wrong direction
anyway so had to come back past the terminal. The water bottles were
found on the luggage trolley and off I went again, by which time it was
light enough to see and be seen.
I made my way out of Dublin following instructions from Rita the Ride
with GPS navigator who resides on my phone and who gives me spoken
cues; but also following Gary Garmin who gives me visuals from a GPS
receiver on the handlebars. They sometimes disagree which can be
frustrating but today they were in
harmony. An early near disaster was
averted more by luck than skill. I
went to leave the road and ride on a
paved cycle track but hit a small kerb
that put the bike completely off
balance and I narrowly avoided
falling. The roads were not terribly
busy and I was soon on a cycle track
that runs all around the bay to
Howth, about 15miles from the
centre of the city. However I turned
off before that and found myself in
the busy little suburb of Malahide at
about 8 am. I realised that :1) I needed coffee and something to eat and
2) I had no euros.
Malahide was perfect in that the ATM and the quaintly named Insomnia
coffee bar were next to one another. A large Americano and a Chelsea
bun filled the hole but, as I was about to leave another coffee drinker

engaged me in conversation. He was most interested in my plans and
pretty impressed as well, and we got onto talking, I know not why, about
the young British Royals of whom he is clearly a big fan. An amusing 5
minutes that put me in a better frame of mind for the day.
At this point I had to head inland to avoid two large river estuaries and
found myself on a major road with heavy traffic but once around the
rivers the traffic eased as I headed for Skerries, about 30 miles into the
journey where I had decided to take a break. All day the wind had been
in my face and at 0930 when I arrived there it was blowing strongly from
the north. Whilst not cold it was chilly enough to warrant a wind cheater
all day.
Having explored the harbour, I made
my way to the point that extends out
into the bay only to find the wind
uncomfortably strong. I retreated to the
lee of the wall of what must have been
a fortification and found the perfect
spot, reinforced by a plaque on the wall
that claims the spot, known as The
Ovens, is the warmest place on that
shore. Someone had formed a concrete
bench that was just the right shape for
me to doze for the best part of two
hours and catch up on the last 24 hours
of sleeplessness, as well as watching
the world go by and the various shapes
and sizes of people taking various forms of strenuous and not so
strenuous exercise.

So, at about 11 am I set off, much refreshed heading for my lunch stop
which was just outside Drogheda, the site of the Battle of the Boyne
where King Billy, later William III of England, defeated the troops of his
father-in law James II causing a lot of the unrest in Ireland ever since. I
went for the special of 2 courses for 12.95 euros. The carrot and onion

soup was good but the main course of a beefburger in a pepper sauce
with mashed potato and diced swede and turnip was unusual but tasty
enough. Real ale is hard to find in Ireland and I had to make do with
gassy cask.
After crossing the river Boyne in the middle of the town I took a quiet
road that ran parallel with the estuary. A narrow dredged channel serves
the industry of Drogheda with a port near the town centre.

I was now on much quieter roads close to the sea making my way
through this wonderfully named town and on the only steep-ish hill of the
day at Clogerhead which showed as 8.7% on the Garmin.

Some of the roads were lanes with grass growing through the tarmac but
no worse than a lot in Somerset.
I was looking across Dundalk Bay at the famous Mountains of Mourne
that I shall pass by tomorrow. Fortunately for the cyclist where they
“come down to the sea” the roads are not too steep.

4 miles from my destination just south of Dundalk the back tyre started
to go down so I had to stop and change the tube: hopefully it won’t be a
regular occurrence. I couldn’t find any foreign object in the tyre so hope
it lasts.
All in all it’s been an easy day, helped by the 2 hour break. Despite an
elapsed time of 9.55 hours I’ve only been peddling for 5.41 for a
distance of 71.8 miles. Tomorrow is a bit shorter with two ferry
crossings.

Day 2 - Dundalk to Portaferry
Keernaun House B&B about 4 miles south of Dundalk is a bit dilapidated
and needs a bit of tlc. However the owners are pleasant, the bed was
comfortable, the wifi worked well and the breakfast in the morning was
good and plentiful so perfectly ok if a bit over-priced for the standard. I
washed my clothes and managed to hang them to dry outside the
window to take advantage of the strong drying wind: it was so effective
that everything but the socks were dry before bed time. I was sent to
Blackrock, a small seaside village about a mile down the road for some
food. As I was on foot I chose the nearest restaurant which happened to
be Chinese, and very good it was too. They had a special offer of a
starter and a main course for 20 euros which I took and washed down
with a couple of bottles of Tiger.
This morning dawned bright and clear and after a good Full Irish I set off
at 0910 towards Dundalk, a not very inspiring town which I was through

by 0938. There was a good cycle lane out of the town as I climbed the
foothills behind the town heading for the R173 which would take me the
19 miles to my first objective, the Carlingford Lough ferry. I had travelled
13.2 miles in the first hour so was making good headway despite the
northerly wind, not a strong as yesterday but nevertheless annoying.
I arrived at Greenore, the port on the republican side of the lough at
1040 to see the ferry just about to dock on the UK side of the water so
had to wait until 1130 before we set off. There is a large stone depot,
presumably processing stone that has been transported there by sea
and a quaint old lighthouse which has been preserved so that people
like me can take pictures of it. I chatted with another cyclist who lives in
the area and was doing the round the Lough trip of about 50 miles and
we were across and unloaded in about 20 minutes at a cost of 4.05
euros that I paid on-line to get a 20% discount. There are no
concessions.

I now headed away from the sea which I did not spot again until I
reached Ballymartin at about 1230. I was now between the Mountains
of Mourne and the sea but fortunately the roads were fairly level with
drystone walls made of huge boulders separating them from the fields.
It was hard to see how they stayed together successfully but there were
plenty of them to attest that they work. I followed the coast to
Newcastle, a large resort town that was still busy despite the end of the
school holidays, although the beach was devoid of humans. As it was
about 1.30 I stopped at the first pub I came to and had a pint of gassy
Bass and a plate of lasagne. It was fine but I thought I would explore the
town further, which meant wheeling my bike up a one way street where I
stopped for an ice-cream. Unfortunately I then took a wrong turn that

sent me a mile or so out of my way but was soon back on the right road
and on the final 30 or so miles to my destination of Portaferry.
At Dundrum I again had a back wheel puncture. I took to a rough stone
track through a National Trust property and gave the wheels a bit of a
battering. This is now getting serious. Although I put brand new tyres on
before I left I wonder if they are up to the job with so much weight on
board. As I have a bit of time in Belfast tomorrow I may see if I can find
something more robust
Again I strayed from the sea through countryside that reminded me of
Cornwall. Lots of small hamlets and farms, some making late silage.
Having thought I was riding on top of a cliff I emerged rather suddenly on
a wide bay with the tide right out to see a
couple of horses being ridden across the sands
at Killough. The final 12 miles to the ferry at
Strangford Lough was along the sea and I
reached Strangford just as the ferry was
loading a full complement of vehicles. I was
able to get straight on board and surprised and
gratified to find that the journey was free for
Senior Citizens.
My B&B is right opposite the ferry ramp at
Portaferry so I was inside and chatting with the
manager a Pole who is about to cycle back to Poland, within a couple of

minutes of docking. The room is small but very cheap and the shared
shower works well. Having cleaned myself and my clothes and put
everything on charge I went in search of food which I found next door at
the Portaferry Hotel. What a superb meal. Not cheap but excellent value
for the 2 pints of Roundstone cask ale, a delicious smoked haddock
chowder, a really tasty mushroom risotto and a raspberry cheesecake.
The waitress spoke with a cut-glass English public school accent and
when I asked where she was from she said that she lived locally but had
been sent away to Cheltenham Ladies College. I wandered back to the
B&B and took this spectacular picture in the twilight.

Day 3 - Portaferry to Belfast
Christopher (sp?) is Polish but has lived here for 14 years and speaks
perfect English. As I approached the front door of the hotel which is up a
steep set of steps, lugging my fully laden bike, the door opened and a
smiling Chris welcomed me and asked me to bring the bike inside and
put it in the Conference Room for the night. It’s amazing how often my
bike has ended up in a Conference Room on these trips but I suppose
they are little used, so why not?

The Hotel is situated opposite the ramp of the ferry and next to the
architecturally interesting RNLI building. There is a large banner
advertising food but not on the night I was there: however Chris offered
to cook me some pasta if that was sufficient. I was feeling hungry so
declined and went in search of food in the town Portaferry is built up the
side of a hill sloping down to Strangford Lough but there is not much to
be had in the way of food except at weekends. However the Portaferry
Hotel was doing good business and, as reported last night, I dined well.
This morning I packed my bags and brought them down at 0830 which

was the appointed breakfast hour. I wanted to be on the road by 0900
because I was due to check in at my next B&B by1430 and I suspected
that it would take me at least 5 hours to go around the coast and into the
centre of Belfast City. Breakfast was very good with a choice of
Continental or Full Irish, both served buffet style and help yourself to as
much as you want. Bacon and sausages were good, as was the potato
bread and fried bread but the scrambled eggs were a bit overdone: it
was a good and wholesome meal and set me up well for the day. The bill
for B&B was an astonishing £29.25. OK the hotel needs a bit of
modernising but it was spotlessly clean, the single bed comfortable and
the shower worked well.Wi-Fi was a bit iffy at times but value for money
was amazing.
Chris is cycling to Poland at the end of October and I was able to give
him some tips and put him onto RidewithGPS which should help him in
the planning. Best of luck to him and if you find yourself in Portaferry
you could do a lot worse than book into Barholm for the night.
I set off on the dot of 0900 and cycled past several policeman who had
taken up station outside the Portaferry Sailing Club building. I
understand they have refurbished the building and there was some sort
of dignitary coming to celebrate the re-opening and 50th anniversary. I
made my way up the steepish but short hill and out into the countryside.
Lots of silage making was going on and the weather was overcast with
occasional glimpses of sunshine. The wind was still blowing from the
north but not as keen as the last couple of days so the cycling was quite
pleasant. It was about four miles across country before I saw the sea
again and it was barely out of sight for the rest of the day. The bay at

Cloughey was full but no sign of any visitors. I continued following the
coast until suddenly I rounded a corner and saw the sign to the
Easternmost point of Northern Ireland. I had not expected to get there
quite so soon and was past the entrance before I realised. I reversed
and went down a very rough track until I found a marker post: so the first
extreme point at Burr head, which is not only the most extreme in
Northern Ireland but the whole of the island, has been ticked off.

I had travelled 13.2 miles in the first hour so was on schedule for Belfast.
At Donaghadee the coast starts to curve around until it runs east-west
and I was able to look across Belfast Lough at Carrickfergus on the
north shore. I was in Groomsport which I had tentatively marked out as
a lunch stop by 1130 and continued on to Bangor which I had visited
when helping to bring a yacht back from the Western Isles of Scotland to
Falmouth.

The marina was full and the town seemed to be doing some trade.

It started spitting with rain but it came to nothing as I carried on along a
cycle track that twists and turns its way along the coast for about five
miles, occasionally disappearing into sand but then re-appearing a few
yards later. At Helen’s Bay the track ran out and I joined side roads past
prosperous looking Victorian/Edwardian housing until I was back on the
main A2 that I had last seen as a much less busy road at Groomsport. It
was not a pleasant experience: very heavy and fast moving traffic made
me take to the footpath for about six miles past Holywood where I was
able to take to some back roads past hordes of schoolchildren out for
the lunch hour.
At Conn’s Water I passed by the C.S.Lewis (who was born in Belfast)
statue of the Searcher that sits unobtrusively in front of the Library

I crossed the Lagan by the Albert Bridge and eventually ended up on a
cycle track along the Embankment and thence through the Botanic Park,
past Queen’s University and to my destination, the Windermere Hotel
which I reached at about 2pm.
Anxious about my puncture problems I dumped everything in the hotel
room and made my way to Chain Reaction Cycles who I have made
much use of on-line. Here in Belfast they have a vast store in a
shopping centre and I was given superb service by Paul who advised
me that the problem was that the tubes I have been using are too small
for the tyres. He swapped them for the correct size and I bought another
three tubes, some stick on patches and a tub of Assos Chamois creme
to help with a sore bum. I was not charged for the fitting and was given
a freebie water bottle and several packets of Energy drink powder to
help me on my way. Great service which will certainly persuade me to
use them again in the future. Having gone into the store expecting to
spend at least £60 on a pair of replacement tyres I walked out with a bill
for less than half that. Hopefully the problem is solved and I shan’t find
myself regretting it in the middle of Donegal with no bike shops for 50
miles.

Day 4 - Blowing in the wind
The Windermere Hotel stands in the University Quarter of Belfast,
convenient for the food joints in Botanic Avenue and for getting in and
out of Belfast on cycle routes. It is run by two ladies Hilary and Renata
and a little bit tatty: it’s cash only but at £40 for the night is good value
for money. Hilary was there to welcome me at about 2pm and then
clocked off and Renata took over for the rest of my stay, providing a
good Ulster fry for breakfast which was a communal affair. I sat at a
table with a Polish girl who was doing Ireland by car and was on her way
to Dublin to fly back home in a couple of days.
Last night I wandered down the Lisburn Road to the Moravian Church
and made my way back up Botanic Avenue which provides food for all
tastes and pockets. In fact I ended up towards the top end at Molly’s
Yard, a small bistro converted from some stables. It’s easy to miss the
entrance but looked intriguing enough to sample. I ate chowder, not as
good as at Portaferry but perfectly nice and veggie linguine which was
very good. The bistro is an off-shoot of the Hilden Brewing Company so
they have several craft beers, sadly only in bottles, but the Headless
Dog was very good. An enjoyable meal that set me up for the short walk
home past the grand buildings of Queen’s University, unfortunately

currently covered in scaffolding and not looking its best. At the corner of
the road on which I was staying was the University Science Building
which is covered in coloured perspex and looks most effective

This morning I was down for breakfast at about 0800 after a good night’s
sleep in a comfortable single bed and away by 0841 for the 68 mile
journey to Ballycastle on the North Antrim coast. The weather forecast
was a bit iffy and thus it proved with 3 rain showers in the middle of the
day that were annoying rather than soaking. I sat one of them out in a
bus shelter in Ballygally 33 miles into the journey and suffered the other
two. The other notable thing was the wind which has been in my face
from the start of the journey and today was no different: indeed it was
blowing 10-15 knots from the north which made it both chilly and a chore
cycling, especially towards the end of the journey.
I immediately lost myself several times on the cycle ways that run up the
River Lagan but deviate at times so you have to keep your wits about
you. For some reason I crossed the river and then crossed back again a

few hundred yards downstream - bad planning.
I stopped to take a picture of the Titanic building with the bright yellow
(hard to see in this photo that was taken into the morning sun) Harland
and Wolff’s Samson and Goliath cranes that dominate the Belfast skyline
alongside

I visited the Titanic museum a few years ago and it was very impressive
and well worth a visit if you find yourself in Belfast with a couple of hours
to spare.
Eventually I found my way out of the city and joined a cycleway that runs
along the edge of Belfast Lough all the way to Carrickfergus, although
much of it is on shared pedestrian footpaths. However it wasn’t busy
and I looked across the Lough at the ground that I covered yesterday on
my way from Bangor to Belfast. On my way past Jordanstown I spotted
this amusing bandstand that is next to Loughshore Park. Sadly the light
doesn’t really do it justice

On past Kilroot Power station with a steady climb at about 5% for about
3 miles before dropping back down towards Larne Lough which narrows
as it makes its way to the sea at its eponymous town, from whence the
ferry to Stranraer in Scotland departs. It started spitting with rain so, as it
was about midday, I stopped for a cup of tea at a filling station. The rain
didn’t develop so on I went following the, at times, impressive coast road
that winds its way northwards. At times the hills tower above it and signs
indicating rock falls are regular.

At Ballygally it started raining properly and the bus shelter couldn’t have
been more timely so I was able to sit it out. Once it had eased I kept
going, looking across to the Scottish mountains on the Kintyre peninsula.
30 miles into the journey I stopped for lunch at Carnlough a quaint little
town with a strange bridge over the road that used to carry a mineral
railway to the port which is now largely used by pleasure boats. Lunch

was in a cafe upstairs in the blue building to the right of the picture and
consisted of vegetable soup and quiche. It was filling and the pot of tea
quenched my thirst. More rain squalls followed after lunch but when they
finally cleared I found myself looking at a rather different scenery. I
gather this coast is much used for filming Game of Thrones and if any of
you are fans you might find this picture familiar

At Cushendall I left the A2, that I had been following along the coast and
started the first major climb of the journey. It was not particularly steep
5-7% most of the way but with the odd pitch of over 10% but it went on

for about two and a half miles and had me breathing heavily. At the top
the view across to Kintyre was impressive as the sun came out again.
Unfortunately what goes up must come down and I descended quickly
back down almost to sea level at Cushdendun before starting on an
even longer three and a half mile climb at the same sort of pitch. It was
made much harder by the wind that was now blowing even more
strongly but once up onto the moor land on top the road levelled out and
I was able to make decent progress

From there it was a swift descent back down to the sea at my destination
Ballycastle which I reached just before 5 pm.
I’ve been wearing my wind jacket continuously from Day 1 and it’s
beginning to smell very high. I’m going to have to wash it tomorrow
night and hope that it dries OK. The rest of my kit is being washed
regularly but I have two sets so it doesn’t matter so much if it’s not
entirely dry as I can pack it and finish it off in the evening. One new item
of clothing that I bought for the trip, a padded jacket, has proved very
useful to wear in the evenings which have been chilly. It packs away to
virtually nothing so good marks to suppliers Alpkit.

Day 5 - Nearly missed the Giant’s Causeway
Marion is nearly 86 but she’s still running Ammiroy House as a B&B in
Ballycastle on the North Antrim coast. She has a bit of help from her
daughter, and her grandson turned up just as I was leaving to help clean
and tidy, but Marion cooked a good Ulster fry for me and two others,
albeit that we made it downstairs just before she did. I arrived about
5pm and she told me to put my bike in the yard and gave me a key to
my room which, unfortunately, was at the top of a steep set of stairs and
then let me get on. I washed my kit and brought it downstairs and hung
it in the yard. She offered to put it in the dryer but most of it was dry and
she stuck my socks and a shirt in to finish them after I went to compose
the blog. Supper was fish and chips on the quay and an ice-cream for
afters; both excellent.
My breakfast companions were Dietmar, a 40ish furniture manufacturer
from Bonn, who was driving around and then walking sections of the
coast and Seamus a 20 year old who was up from Tipperary for the
weekend to cycle the Giant’s Causeway sportive on Saturday, well
signed both yesterday and today, and another ride on Sunday. We
chatted and enjoyed a good breakfast before I left at 0857.
Ballycastle has a seaside with an impressive beach and, a mile inland, a
thriving town with lots of shops, restaurants and pubs. I saw the town as
I cycled through it this morning on the way to the Causeway Coastal
route that runs from Ballycastle to Portrush. It’s well signed, which is
pertinent because, believe it or not, I managed to miss the Giant’s
Causeway. The first ten or so miles are a real roller coaster which made
me puff a bit and by the time I had passed the Carrick a Rede rope
bridge which I saw from the top of the cliff and this excellent Guinness
sign on the side of the pub in Carrick

I was tired enough to feel that I did not need unwanted miles, especially
if they appeared to involve a lot of climbing. So when I saw the
Causeway Coastal sign pointing to Dunseverick I consulted the map
which showed a much more direct route along the A2 to Bushmills and
decided to take it, not realising that by so doing I was bypassing the
Main event, The Giant’s Causeway!
I was still convinced in my mind that the GC was between Bushmills and
Portrush so, after going up to look at the Old Bushmills Distillery from the

outside, I continued on towards Portrush. It was only when I reached
Dunluce castle and was looking down on Portrush bay that I realised my
error. I simply couldn’t miss visiting the Giant’s Causeway so turned
around and went back the five or so miles, locked my bike up outside the
Causeway Hotel and took the walk down the steep road to the
causeway. It is an extraordinary sight with its hexagonal basalt columns

caused by cooling lava flows in the dim distant past and I’m glad I made
the effort although it added 10 miles to the journey and put me behind
schedule. I walked briskly back up the road passing lots of Germans and
Japanese, retrieved the bike and carried on to Portrush.
I passed the world
famous Golf
Course which
hosted the Open in
1951 and is due to
do so again in
2019.
and pressed on
towards the Foyle
Ferry. My cousin
Catz spent three
undergraduate

years at the Ulster University in Coleraine and suggested that a visit to
the Harbour Inn in Portrush for lunch would be a good move but, now
behind schedule, I gave it a miss and, instead took a short break for an
ice-cream and Sprite in Portstewart. To cross the river Bann one needs
to take a southwards five mile swoop to Coleraine (where I inevitably got
lost) before heading back north west towards the Foyle estuary. The
journey to the Ferry was uninteresting, crossing a lot of flat countryside
and passing HM Prison Magilligan which was originally built to house
paramilitary prisoners during the troubles and has now become a
medium to low security prison, due to close before 2022.
The ferry was docked at the other side of the estuary so I took the
opportunity to have a pint of beer in the Hotel, waiting about half an hour
before I was able to board. The 7 minute crossing cost me £1.50 as a
Senior Citizen.
Once off the ferry, having already travelled 55 miles, I was faced with a
further 24 miles to my destination, The Seaview Tavern at Slievebawn,
close to Malin Head, across some pretty punchy hills. I first travelled
parallel to the estuary for about three miles before heading north up a 56% hill for about three miles before it flattened out. That ruddy wind was
still in my face and I was feeling very tired, knowing that I had two very
significant climbs to come. The first after about 70 miles was short but
registered 11% on Gary Garmin and the second seemed to go on
forever although, in reality, it was about three miles of hell peaking at
10%. Once at the top I still had about five miles downhill or on the flat
and I started feeling distinctly strange. I don’t think I have ever hit “the
wall” before but I was feeling light-headed and barely in control of the
bike so i guess that was what had happened. Mercifully about 2 miles
from the Seaview Tavern I spotted a small shop on a crossroads and
bought some chocolate bars that stabilised me for the rest of the journey
which I completed at about 5.15 pm. Two quick pints of Guinness
brought me back to normal and I washed the kit and put Garmin and
phone on charge before a lovely shower and meal.
So a long day made even longer by my stupidity. Incidentally in case
anyone is wondering, the black spots on the route on the attached map

are the places I stopped to take photos

Day 6 - Extreme north
Seaview Tavern at Slievebeg is about 4 miles from Malinhead the
northernmost extreme of Ireland. It’s a proper guest house with half a
dozen well-appointed rooms above a large bar and restaurant. It looks
out on the North Atlantic and though you might just graze the Outer
Hebrides next stop is the North Pole. My room had a double and single
bed and a large modern en-suite shower-room. The shower was large
and powerful and the only downside was that the hot tap on the wash
basin was faulty. However the shower head reached the basin so I was

able to do the washing, including my wind jacket.
Michael greeted me and signed me in. I was feeling very tired and
needed the first pint of Guinness to get me up to half speed. After that it
was up to the room to wash and change before coming down for the
second pint to regain equilibrium. I chatted with one of the locals before

ordering some food. The crab bisque was excellent and the hake that
followed was superb, well cooked and presented, although the few
bones might have put off some people. A bottle of New Zealand white
and sticky toffee pudding and ice cream made for a good meal. As the
wifi was only working well in the bar I went upstairs to get the computer
and put the blog together by about 11 pm. Enough time for another pint
of Guinness and a chat with Michael and a young girl who was one of
the chefs before bed and deep sleep.
I was up at 0730 before breakfast at 0800. Typical Ulster fry, although
the biggest one I have had so far, orange juice tea and toast set me up

for the day and I didn’t need muchmore to eat before this evening.

I was late getting started: my kit was not quite dry and I had to put on a
wet wind jacket as the weather was a bit bleak, misty and overcast, so I
didn’t set out until 0925. I’d worked out that I could do a loop to Malin
Head that only meant re-crossing my route for a short distance. What I
hadn’t realised was quite how much steep climbing was involved in
getting up to Banba’s Crown, the most northerly point in Ireland. Lloyd’s

Signal Tower is located here and was built in 1805.This was used as the
radio station and to monitor shipping.

The word EIRE 80 is laid out in large white stones to enable aircraft to
identify where they were flying over to prevent them from bombing
Ireland , which was neutral during WWII.
So it was after 1000 before I left Malin Head but not before visiting the
very smart new loo block just down the hill for an urgent call of nature.
The return trip was mainly downhill and I had passed the small shop that
saved my bacon yesterday and the sun had come out to take this picture
of the area I had just left.

I passed an old cottage on the way: it’s probably modernised inside but
has been carefully renovated outside to look as if it were 200 years old
although I daresay back than there would have been no windows.

My route still involved some strenuous climbing before dropping down to
sea level, with glimpses of lovely sandy beaches near Balleeghan where
I passed the Saturday morning car boot sale in the grounds of the
Presbyterian church.
Having only managed 10mph for the first hour I was able to speed along
at 13.2 mph as I followed the coast at sea level. I was even able to draft
a tractor and trailer for half a mile before he took his smelly load of
sheep down a side road as I started climbing again. I’d noticed that my
route involved a very significant climb before I reached Buncrana on the
shore of Lough Swilly but on looking again at the map it appeared that

there was an alternative, following the main road. It was midday so I
stopped at a filling station for a cup of coffee and a biscuit together with
a bottle of Tango. I find that fizzy drinks really perk me up for cycling.
Whilst I was sitting outside a chap appeared in a pick-up and I asked
him if he could tell me about the alternative routes. He as good as said
I’d be mad to take the steep road so I decided to give it a miss, though I
probably missed some spectacular scenery including the view down to
Lough Swilly from the top. The main road wasn’t busy so I made good
time to Buncrana which has a ferry terminal that takes vehicles across
Lough Swilly to Rathmullan, which I shall pass tomorrow. I decided to
follow Lough Swilly to its southern tip at Letterkenny.

The road was quite busy so I took the opportunity to turn off and go over
the causeway to the Isle of Inch that sits in Lough Swilly. I wasn’t
entirely sure if I could get off the island other than by retracing my route
but was pleased to find that there is a footpath that exits the island by
another causeway further south. I took this tranquil picture from the
causeway.

The road deteriorated into a rough track before returning to tarmac and I
joined the N13 main road from Derry to Letterkenny. Main roads in
Ireland have a wide shoulder demarcated with yellow dotted lines:
they’re a boon for the cyclist who, although having to cope with the
noise, is able to keep away from the traffic and I followed the road for
about 12 miles as it roller-coastered its way towards Letterkenny, with a
slight deviation for a bit of peace and quiet. By the time the N13 joined
the N14 from Strabane, about 7 miles from my destination, it was spitting
with rain and I had to put up with it for the remainder of the journey. It
didn’t develop into anything much but I was a bit damp as I climbed the
significant hill out of Letterkenny to Killererin House, my B&B for the
night. I arrived at about twenty to four after a fairly easy day in the
saddle.

Tomorrow’s forecast looks horrible with gales forecast for the afternoon
and a strong chance of rain. I’ve got one very steep bit of climbing to do
in the morning on my way to Fanad Head and by the time the westerly
gales really hit at about 2pm I’ll be travelling ( you’ve guessed it) west
over some very lumpy terrain.

Day 7 - Too much wind
I arrived at Letterkenny in the rain and it was still drizzling when I left this
morning. I was feeling quite good when I arrived at Killererin House last
night after a fairly easy day of cycling, to be greeted by Peter who is a
Guard or Irish policeman. His wife Catriona has been running the B&B
for 24 years and she’s very good at it too. The house is a bit prissy for
my taste but the bedroom, though small had a very comfortable 4 foot
bed with a bamboo fibre pillow (also very comfortable), and the
bathroom was well equipped. There were two American couples staying
the night and I saw them briefly at breakfast which was a very well
cooked Ulster fry. As the weather forecast was for strong gales later in
the day I was anxious not to linger and was on my way by 0850.

I immediately flew down a significant hill for about a mile, so fast that I
missed a cue from Rita and sailed past the first turning, having to retrace
my steps and take off into the country, heading for Lough Swilly. The rain
was hard enough for me to don a proper waterproof jacket which I kept
on all day, even though the showers were interspersed with sunshine.
The one constant was the wind which blew hard from the start and
increased throughout the day. There was only one occasion when the
sun was shining and the wind was on my back, the rest of the time it was
in my face and very hard work.
I caught up with Lough Swilly again after about 7 miles and then
meandered along the shoreline, through Rathmullen, the western shore
terminus of the ferry from Buncrana. The rain showers continued but
stopped as I started to climb away from the Lough. The first climb was a
short pitch up to about 6%, the second much longer at about a mile and
a quarter but similar steepness and then the killer, over 2 miles in excess
of 5% peaking on the Garmin at 14%. It was one of those climbs, and
there were several during the day, where I thought I’d reached the top
only to see another pitch ahead. But I made it without GOAPing and the
view of Ballymastocker Strand from the top was spectacular, though the
weather was so dire that the pictures don’t do it real justice. There was
an interesting signboard at the viewpoint concerning the wreck of HMS
Saldanha. She, and sloop-of-war HMS Talbot were patrolling the shores
of Lough Swilly against the
threat of French invasion in
December 1811 when they
were caught in a storm and
Saldanha was wrecked with
the loss of the entire crew of
253 men. In August 1812 a
servant at a house some 20
miles from the wreck site shot
a bird that turned out to be a
parrot with a collar engraved
with "Captain Packenham of
His Majesty's Ship Saldanha"

.The run down to Ballymastocker was fast and exhilarating after the

climb but I was soon climbing again past Portsalon, where I stopped at
the store for a bottle of Tango and a bar of chocolate. The assistant was
interested in my bike, wanting to know about the wheels as he, too, was
having trouble with breaking them. Gaelic is more widely spoken than
English in Donegal and he was obviously having trouble framing has
sentences. However we had an interesting chat and I moved on
towards Fannad head which has an unmanned lighthouse,
commissioned following the Saldanha wreck, that has been turned into
holiday accommodation. I had planned to visit the lighthouse and then
lunch at the Lighthouse Tavern back up the hill but it was closed, so I
took some pictures and moved on, now into the teeth of the westerly
gale.

As can be seen the sun was shining but as I climbed back up the not
inconsiderable hill the next set of showers arrived; I kept going. The
terrain was very lumpy and I was up and down like a fairground ride as I
made my way south through bare open sand dunes. Once again
climbing considerably I crested a hill and looked down upon Mulroy Bay
with mountains in the distance

At the lough I crossed Harry Blaney Bridge, named for the Independent
Donegal politician who secured the funding in 2007 following many

years without a ferry, necessitating long journeys to get from Fanad to
the town of Carrickart, where I stopped at the Centra store for quite the
worst cheese and ham toastie I have ever tasted. I made up for it with
some orange juice and soda and a packet of Jaffa cakes to keep me
going for the rest of the journey.

I still had 23 miles to travel and the wind was getting worse. The terrain
was very lumpy, mainly short steep pitches but some much longer with
false summits. I joined the main N56 for six miles and foolishly turned
off it to go across very hilly country at Dunfanghy, the only benefit being
the old churchyard with its roofless church.

The final 7 miles seemed to go on forever, more climbing and
descending until I reached Gorkahort and the Ostan Loch Altom hotel.
It’s a typical commercial hotel with rooms that one expects to see in
such places all over the world. The bar is open and a few pints of
Guinness won’t go amiss.

Day 8 - If you can’t see it it’s raining; if you can
it’s about to rain
I’ve seldom had a day on a bike without some enjoyment but I think
today was one absolutely devoid of pleasure.
I arrived at my hotel in Gortahork very windblown and tired but a couple
of pints of the black stuff put me right and having done all the
necessaries I went down and had a meal in the bar. There were lots of
old couples eating; maybe it was Sunday night off for the wife but they
weren’t staying at the hotel. There was a soft Gaelic murmur around the
room and as one couple finished and left they would greet others still
eating so I suspect they were all locals. Seafood chowder is a staple of
the Wild Atlantic Way, every restaurant offers it and it varies enormously
in preparation. Tonight’s was a thick broth with mussels, clams, white
and smoked fish and prawns and was delicious, served, as everywhere,
with wheaten bread which I don’t think I have ever seen in England but
seems a staple in Ireland. I moved on to a cottage pie which was rather
ordinary and the extra vegetables consisted of overcooked cabbage and

carrots: not the best but edible. I finished with a good strawberry
cheesecake and then back to the room to compose the blog. I’d finished
by about 1030 so ventured back to the bar for another couple of pints of
Guinness. Sean the proprietor of the Hotel was serving and I struck up
a conversation telling him what I was trying to do and asking about the
Hotel which seems large for the location. Apparently he does a good
trade through September and October with windsurfers. Gortahork
beach is, apparently, world renowned and there were four in the bar,
taking advantage this week of the conditions that I didn’t want but which
are perfect for them. Throughout the summer the hotel is full of families
enjoying the beaches which are manifold along this coast

I’m afraid that the weather has been so abysmal today that the camera
has remained firmly in the pocket and there are virtually no pictures of
my ride.
Breakfast was the usual Ulster fry, well cooked and with some especially
tasty bacon. My bike had spent the night in a large storeroom and
having liberated it I packed everything up and had a brief conversation in
the foyer with a member of staff who was shocked that I was venturing
out in such weather. She wished me luck and I was away at 0914. It
was windy and spitting with rain but, I judged, not quite rain jacket
weather. However having turned off the main road the rain came on

more strongly so I pulled over and fished my cape out. This was its first
outing and it certainly helped keep my dry: however in the wind it slowed
me considerably and I barely managed 9 miles in the first hour down to
Gweedore, where we had taken a couple of family holidays in the late
1950s. At some road works I looked back to see Mount Errigal, the
iconic peak in this district but it was shrouded in cloud

but I took the picture anyway, the only one of the day. I was following
the N56, a major road that twisted its way south. The surface was very
good and in places there was a separate cycle way alongside the road.
More road works were happening, straightening out the kinks and
levelling out the bumps. For a road that gets as little use as it was today,
it seems an unnecessary expense but maybe that’s where EU
infrastructure funds go. I left the main road at Loughanure and made my
was across peat bogs, with plastic bags of peat waiting to be collected. I
occasionally passed houses with smoke belching out of the chimney,
giving off the unmistakable smell of burning turves. There were cattle
and sheep roaming freely on the moor but fenced from the road. As
yesterday there was an awful lot of up and down on the way. I passed

some wind turbines; I have seen a few but for a country as windy as
Ireland I’m surprised that there are not a lot more. Maybe the aesthetes
shout louder than those who argue that if we continue to burn carbon
fuels there will be no landscape left to enjoy. Still it rained and the wind
blew, not as hard as yesterday but plenty enough when in your face.
Back on the N56, with virtually no traffic, it would have been a joy to
cycle if the weather had been better, I pulled into a filling station and
bought a carton of orange juice and some sparkling water and mixed my
own “Tango” and ate some of Mr Kipling’s exceedingly good cakes. I’d
had enough of the noise of the rain cape flapping in the wind and
changed it for a fitted rain jacket. I’m not sure any of it made much
difference because, by the time I got to my destination everything was
soaked through, including, mysteriously, some of the contents of my
handlebar bag which had been covered all day.
Just past Lettermacaward I set off across country once more, involving
some strenuous climbing which, in some ways was welcome, as I was
getting quite cold. I arrived in Ardara where I had intended to stop for
lunch but I was barely hungry and decided to press on, knowing that five
miles later I would be starting one of the major climbs of this trip, the
Glengesh pass that climbs about 800 feet in three and a threequarter
miles. The first two and a half miles are relatively gentle with some
nasty lumps but there is a section a mile from the end which is brutal
and I had to GOAP. Whether or not I would have made it in decent
weather, I shall never know but it seemed as steep as anything that I
have ever climbed and with all my luggage I had to admit defeat. Once
the worst was past I remounted and managed to climb the last half mile
or so. It would probably have been a wonderful view from the top but
rain shrouded everything. The nine mile descent was cold and windy
and I arrived in the bar of the Slieve League hotel at about 3.15pm
looking like a drowned rat. I was never more happy with the excellent
shower that warmed and washed.

Hopefully tomorrow will, at least, be dry. I don’t have far to travel to
Donegal Town but would like to look at the Slieve League cliffs on the
way. They are three times the height of the better known Cliffs of Moher
that I shall visit in a week or so. The wind should be blowing me back
inland rather than over the edge!

Day 9 - Slieve League
When I arrived at Slieve League Lodge, a sodden mess, my first thought
was how to get everything dry. The Lodge is really a sort of Hostel with
kitchen and sitting room and even a stair-lift for wheelchairs and,
mercifully, they have washing machines and tumble driers so I was able
to get everything except my shoes dry by this morning. I arrived at
about 3.15pm to be told that the restaurant was closing at 4 so I hurried
off to get washed and changed and was down in time to order yet
another seafood chowder, totally different from the last but very good. I
followed it up with an enormous helping of fish and chips and had to
leave some of the chips. The alternative would have been a Chinese

takeaway later, to be eaten in the very well-appointed kitchen. There
was tea, coffee and chocolate for the taking and the fridge had milk and
fruit juice.
The room was pretty basic but had a double bed, not as comfortable as
most but OK and quite the best shower I have encountered. It had a
head fixed to the wall and there was a wonderful stream of hot water that
was a joy to stand under after the wet and cold day. I was so exhausted
that I composed the blog and dried the clothes and was a asleep by
10pm.
I was told that breakfast would be at 0830 and I was down on the dot
before the kitchen staff appeared at about 0835. The usual fry up, tea
and toast was good and filling and I was able to get packed, ready to go
at about 0915. I wanted to cycle up to Slieve League (Grey Mountain) to
look at the cliffs which, at 600 metres, are among the highest in Europe.
One of the girls on breakfast duty warned me that it was a stiff climb up
to the viewpoint at Bunglass so I left my panniers and bar bag in
reception as I had to return that way anyway.
It was certainly a lot easier climbing without all that weight. The road
sets off down towards the port of Teelin and after a mile or so you turn
right and start climbing. There are short steep pitches but flatter
sections in between so it was nice cycling apart from the wretched wind
that was still blowing strongly. Because of the topography there were
times when the road was sheltered and others where I was nearly blown
off the bike. There is a large car park part way up that was completely
deserted and a mile or so further on, through a gate, another smaller
carpark that had a couple of cars and two coachloads of people so it
was quite crowded, although most people were climbing further up the
mountain, some to the summit. As I arrived there was a short scuddy
shower and I thought that I would see nothing but it quickly cleared and
gave me a good view of the impressive cliffs that rear out of the sea

I passed the time of day with a man selling walking sticks and trinkets
and then returned to the hotel, collected my bags and set off for Donegal
Town,
The first part of the journey was on the opposite side of the estuary to
the road I had taken earlier and it twisted and turned and rose and fell as
it followed the coast. There were some energy sapping climbs but some
exhilarating drops down towards the sea with the mountains of Sligo
away in the distance.

The sun occasionally shone through but there were also some nasty
little showers. 8 miles in I rejoined the N56 and stayed on it until I got to
Killybegs, quite a large port with ocean going fishing boats in the
harbour.

I crossed the estuary and wound my way back along the coast, rejoining
the N56 at Bruckless before setting off for St John's Point that sticks out
as a narrow 6 mile finger into Donegal Bay. The wind was strongly
against me and I struggled with the ups and downs with the optimistic
thought that it would help me on the return journey. There was little to
see except sheep and cattle but I was following the coast as I had set
out to do.

Once I turned round the wind was at my back but there was a short
sharp shower that had me sheltering under a thorn hedge and tucking
into some juicy blackberries whilst I waited for it to pass.
I rejoined the good old N56 at Dunkineely and was quickly faced with a
long section of roadworks - more straightening and flattening. I was able
to jump the lights, which took about three minutes to change, by sticking
to the verge and was soon through and onto a cycle lane that took me
almost all the way to Donegal. I was in the centre outside my hotel
shortly after 3pm. Laura booked me in and showed me the very small
single room I had booked but then said I could have a double for the
same money, so I'm able to spread myself out a bit more than expected.
The bike is inside and I'm cleaned and everything's washed. I had great

trouble with connecting to the internet but it was a password problem
and I'm now up and running, though not in my room so the blog is being
typed in the bar. I'll go in search of food and entertainment in due
course.

Day 10 - Benbulbin
Donegal Town is quite small. The Diamond, so called for its shape,
contains most of the shops and hotels. It spills out towards the quay and
the castle but is no more than a small market town. I booked into the
House Gastro pub through Booking.com because I was able to get a
room for 50 euros, bed only. Everything else in the area was much more
expensive. When I arrived Laura showed me up to the room I had
booked which was tiny but said I could have a double room for the same
price - a bit of a no-brainer. The shower across the corridor was good
and I was able to do some washing which more or less dried overnight.
She allowed me to bring my bike up to an upstairs corridor which left me
free to come and go as I pleased with an outdoor key, as the staff did not
come in until 10am this morning.

There was an initial problem with the wi-fi. They had recently replaced
the provider and the password, and I couldn’t get the password I was
given to work. So I sat down and composed the blog off-line with a view
to adding pictures and publishing when I could get a connection.
Eventually Aisling who was the duty manager realised that the password
I had been given differed by a capital letter. After that it was splendid
and I was able to put the blog to bed early before going out to look for
food.
I fancied an Indian for a change, and what a surprise; Chandpur is on
the first floor of an office building by the Aldi carpark. It is very smartly
decorated and the waiters are all in Indian dress uniforms so It gives a
good vibe from the start. I was given a menu and asked to wait, sitting
in a deep sofa, for a table. Drink was ordered and brought quickly and
the table only took about five minutes. I ordered a special Tandoori
starter with chicken, lamb, beef and sausage with a wonderfully dressed
salad. The meats were succulent and tender and it would be hard to
make any criticism. I followed with a lamb Railway curry (so called
because only the best curries were served in the Dining Cars of Indian
Railways) and a peshwari naan. The curry was good but the naan was
the best I have ever tasted, beautifully risen and with a flaky interior,
Paul Hollywood would have been seriously impressed. A magnificent
meal for about 30 euro.
I went around the town centre scouting for somewhere to eat breakfast
as it was not provided by the hotel and came back with some ideas. A
couple of pints of the black stuff at the hotel before going out to look for
some live music. Aisling gave me a couple of pointers but the first was
full of men watching football and the second was some rather dreary
music by a guitarist and fiddler so I didn’t stay and came back to bed.
Linda’s Diner was the only cafe open at 8am so I went in there and was
not disappointed by a well cooked and quickly served fry-up with tea and
toast and was back at the hotel and on my way at 9 am. The weather
forecast was a bit iffy, indeed it started spitting as I left but came to
nothing as I made my way out to the main N15 road. Within a mile I
turned off down some delightful country lanes, mainly well surfaced and

with virtually no traffic. It was a bit up and down and at one point there
was a sharp shower that had me sheltering under an arch of trees that
kept me completely dry so by the time I reached Ballyshannon, a thriving
market town that certainly felt bigger than Donegal, 17 miles into the
journey, I was feeling good. There had been little to photograph but I
took a shot of one of the lanes with grass growing up the middle but a
good surface. If only our roads were as good.

Bundoran, one of the top surfing centres in Ireland was the next stop for
a drink and to get off the bike as I’d been going for a couple of hours.
The tide was out but the surf was rolling in

on the rocky town beach. There are sandy beaches close by but I did
not get close to them.
For lunch at about 1pm I’d decided to go to Mullaghmore peninsula that
sticks out into Donegal Bay more or less opposite St John’s Point that I’d
visited yesterday. As the crow flies they’re about 10 miles apart but I had
travelled almost 50 miles to reach Mullaghmore Point at which point the
sun was shining for a change

I’d chosen to visit Mullaghmore as it was the scene of the murder of Lord
Louis Mountbatten and members of his family when members of the IRA
blew up the boat in which they were crabbing and lobster-potting in
1979. There is a memorial board at Mullaghmore head including a
picture of the Prince of Wales and Camilla when they visited in 2015 to
dedicate a memorial to the victims. Someone has crudely rubbed out
Charles’s face. I lunched in bright sunshine, scarcely a cloud in the sky,
on vegetable soup and a pint of beer.

The reason that the Mountbatten’s were in the area is that Classiebawn
house belonged to his wife Edwina and the family went there every
summer. It is a most sinister looking building constructed in High Gothic
style for Lord Palmerston in about 1870. I took some pictures but they
didn’t really do it justice so I’ve pinched a rather better image off the net

The mountain in the background is Benbulbin which has been looming

over me all day. It is an iconic mountain, Sligo’s Table Mountain and part
of a range of hills that are situated just inland.

I went back onto the main road for about 5 miles before turning off down
backroads to visit Raghly, almost an island with a fine harbour built about
1840 by a well known engineer called Nimmo. There’s Benbulbin in the
background again and as I approached Sligo I took this shot

I

carried on back up the coast past Lissadell House, ancestral home of
the Gore-Booth family, including Constance Markievicz who was
sentenced to death for her part in the Easter uprising of 1916, commuted
to life imprisonment and released a year later in a General Amnesty.
She was the first woman elected to Parliament at Westminster but
refused to take her seat. She went on to serve in an Irish Government in
1919. A remarkable lady whose funeral, following her death from
peritonitis, was attended by three hundred thousand people. Lissadell
House has been the cause of much controversy when the owners shut
off all rights of way through the grounds. The case has cost 6 million
euros, most of which will have to be paid by the Irish taxpayer. The
Supreme Court of Ireland based their judgement, in favour of the
owners( who happen both to be lawyers), on English Law that pertained
until Irish Independence and this, in itself, is controversial. On a happier
note Lissadell House was the venue for two concerts by Leonard Cohen
and one by Westlife in 2010.
I stopped on the way into Sligo for a Tango and some cake to keep me
going. My stop for the night is Strandhill 6 miles beyond the city and I
arrived here quite tired at about 5pm.

Day 11 - Old wrecks
By the time that I arrived in Strandhill I was flagging. 67 miles in the wind
really took it out of me and I was very glad as I came down the final hill
towards the sea. My stop for the night was a surf hostel and was very
basic. I had booked a twin room as opposed to a bed in a dormitory,
although, given the lack of people staying I would have had a dormitory
to myself for half the price which just about all it was worth. My twin
room was a small cell with 2 bunk beds and 44 euros B&B was way too
expensive for the accommodation: however everything else in the area
is considerably more expensive so they can get away with it. Towels
were extra and were not offered when I was shown the room by Gabriel,
a Spaniard, who quickly disappeared, so I had a shower and dried
myself off with a tee shirt and finished off with the curtains in my room! It
appears that the hostel is manned by Spaniards: I saw three of them
during my stay, none communicative and never there when needed.
I went across the road to The Draft House restaurant for some food. It’s
a large area with very few people either at the bar or eating. During the
holidays I’m sure it does good trade and is lively but last night it was a bit
depressing. I had a brief chat with the barmaid as I was leaving but that
was it. I ate seafood chowder and a veggieburger, both good. The
mushroom and goat’s cheese burger verged on excellent, very tasty and
served with a well-dressed salad and chips. So good food, poor
ambience.
When I emerged it was blowing a hooley so I had a very brief wander
down to the seafront and back before retiring to finish the blog that I
started before I went out.
This morning, surprisingly dawned bright and much clearer than I had
expected. Breakfast was cereals and toast, help yourself to whatever
you wanted and probably better for me than yet another fry. Helen, a
German girl who is driving around Ireland and then onto Scotland over a
5 week period was already at breakfast when I came down at 0845 and
we had a nice chat over tea and toast. There was another lad who was
doing a course across the road there as well, but he soon disappeared

to get down to work. Helen is a perpetual student. She completed a
degree in English, and speaks impeccable English with an American
accent, and has gone on to do a masters in the same subject. She is
now embarking on a degree in museum studies/management. She was
heading in the direction of Galway as I left at 0945. I was in no hurry as
I had I had to get to Killala, a mere 54 miles away, which was just as well
as my bike was locked away and I couldn’t get to it without one of the
Spaniards who were nowhere to be seen. I had to telephone the hostel
to make contact and get the padlock opened.
I went down to the seafront and the tide was right in. There is a cannon,
formerly part of the Sligo militia emplacement at Rosses point, that was
put there by a local developer. To start with I had a bit of a slog up the

lower slopes of Knockarea, an imposing lump of rock that overshadows
Strandhill
Once up the initial climb the road skirted the base and then dropped
back down to sea level. It was like this for the first eight miles as I
followed the estuary down to Ballysadare, up and down but not fiercely
so and I was enjoying myself in the sunshine, though it was still cold. I
joined the N59 for a while, well surfaced and with a nice wide cycle lane

for most of the time, before branching off into the countryside down
some delightful roads but without any sign of the sea until I had been
going for 22 miles

The cattle and I both thought it looked like rain but it held off and the sun
came out again as I approached the village of Eskey, another surfers
haven. Just before I got there I saw this strange sight
It’s unimaginatively called the Split Rock and is a glacial erratic left
behind in the ice age. However the Irish have a much better explanation
Traditionally large and unusual stones are linked to a hero, or saint, and
this is said to have been cast here by Fionn MacCumhal from the
summits of the Ox Mountains during a giants stone-throwing
competition. Furious that his cast did not reach the sea, he leaped down
and struck the stone with his sword and split it in two. Local tradition
says that should you walk through the crack three times it will snap shut
on you.

I had planned my lunch stop in Easky at Pudding Row which has a good
reputation on the web and it did not disappoint with excellent celeriac
and coriander soup, washed down with a cup of tea. I left these two
chaps outside in charge of my bike but they didn’t seem impressed.

I was now about halfway to my destination and the road was forgiving
but mainly out of sight of the sea until I reached Enniscrone which is a
major seaside resort with large caravan and leisure parks. More
interestingly was this aircraft parked miles from a runway.

The story involves a local undertaker David McGowan who wants to set
up an unusual Glamping site in Sligo. Not only did he float this Russian
Boeing 767 across Galway Bay on a raft, he also has railway carriages,
a Russian submarine, a tank, an armoured car and some London buses
that he wants to convert into a quirky glamping experience.
Unfortunately, for the time, being he lacks the 4.5 million euros
necessary to finish the project so, for the moment the aircraft sits in the
middle of a field behind hoardings covered with well wishes from local
firms.
Next stop was Balina, a prosperous town with a population of about
10,000. I approached the town from the estuary of the Moy river and
was greeted with this curious sight amongst the pleasure boats moored
in the river.
A bit of research tells me that, in 1917, three years into WWI, Germany
was showing no signs of ceasing hostilities, and at the same time,
Britain was experiencing a severe steel shortage. A fleet of ships was
needed to transport iron-ore from Spain to Britain, but building the fleet

would further deplete steel supplies. An alternative method of building
was the answer and it was decided that a concrete fleet would be viable.
Unforeseen snags with budgets and a shortage of craftsmen prevented
the building programme from being completed and after the war ended
in 1918, work was cancelled with only those vessels near to completion
being finished. 52 barges and twelve tugboats were completed, the last
of the vessels being launched in 1920. Ironically, none were built in time

for active service. This hulk is one of the barges purchased by Ballina
Harbour Commissioners to sink at the mouth of the Moy to form a
sandbank. On the way from England the barge took on too much water
to serve its purpose and it was allowed to sink in mid-stream until moved
to its current position in 1974.

On through the centre of Ballina as it started to spit with rain but, once

again, I was lucky as the storm soon passed. I was now only nine miles
from my destination in Killala and the wide road, with cycle lane made
the journey easy. I arrived at the Wolf Dog Tavern at about 1540hrs.

